
 
 
  

The AI Disruption: Challenges and 
Guidance for Data Center Design 

Executive summary 
From large training clusters to small edge inference 
servers, AI is becoming a larger percentage of data 
center workloads. This represents a shift to higher rack 
power densities. AI start-ups, enterprises, colocation 
providers, and internet giants must now consider the 
impact of these densities on the design and management 
of the data center physical infrastructure. This paper 
explains relevant attributes and trends of AI workloads, 
and describes the resulting data center challenges. 
Guidance to address these challenges is provided for 
each physical infrastructure category including power, 
cooling, racks, and software management. 
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In recent years, we have witnessed an extraordinary acceleration in the growth of 
artificial intelligence (AI), transforming the way we live, work, and interact with tech-
nology. Generative AI (e.g., ChatGPT) is a catalyst for this growth. Predictive algo-
rithms are having an impact on industry sectors ranging from healthcare1 and fi-
nance to manufacturing2, transportation3 and entertainment. The data requirements 
associated with AI are driving new chip and server technologies resulting in ex-
treme rack power densities. At the same time, there is massive demand for AI. To-
gether these present new challenges in designing and operating data centers to 
support this demand. 
 
AI growth projection 
We estimate that AI represents 4.3 GW of power demand today and project this to 
grow at a CAGR of 26% to 36%, resulting in a total demand of 13.5 GW to 20 GW 
by 2028. This growth is two to three times that of overall data center power demand 
CAGR of 11%. See Table 1 for more details. One key insight is that inference4 loads 

will increase over time as more newly trained models are transitioned to production. 
The actual energy demand will heavily depend on technology factors including suc-
cessive generations of servers, more efficient instruction sets, improved chip per-
formance, and continued AI research. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
This paper explains important AI attributes and trends that create challenges for 
each data center physical infrastructure category including power, cooling, racks, 
and software management. We then give guidance on how to address these chal-
lenges.5 Finally, we provide a forward-looking view of what’s to come in data center 
design. This paper is not about applying AI to physical infrastructure systems. 
While next-generation physical infrastructure systems will eventually leverage 
more AI, this paper focuses on supporting AI workloads with existing systems 
available today.  
 
 

 
1 Federico Cabitza, et al., Rams, hounds and white boxes: Investigating human–AI collaboration proto-

cols in medical diagnosis, Artificial Intelligence in Medicine, 2023, vol 138  
2 Jongsuk Lee, et al., Key Enabling Technologies for Smart Factory in Automotive Industry: Status and 

Applications, International Journal of Precision Engineering and Manufacturing, 2023, vol 1 
3 Christian Birchler, et al., Cost-effective simulation-based test selection in self-driving cars software, 

Science of Computer Programming, 2023, vol 226 
4 See section “AI attributes and trends” for definition. 
5 This guidance also applies to other high-density workloads such as high-performance computing 

(HPC). A major difference with HPC applications is that they tend to be one-off installations that may 
employ custom IT, power, cooling, and/or rack solutions. In contrast, the massive demand for AI appli-
cations requires standard gear (IT and supporting infrastructure) to scale. 

Schneider Electric estimate 2023 2028 
Total data center workload 54 GW 90 GW 

AI workload 4.3 GW 13.5-20 GW 

AI workload (% of total) 8% 15-20% 

AI workload (Training vs Inference) 20% Training, 80% Inference 15% Training, 85% Inference 

AI workload (Central vs Edge) 95% Central, 5% Edge 50% Central, 50% Edge 

Introduction 

Table 1 

Overview of AI workloads in data centers.  

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.artmed.2023.102506
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.artmed.2023.102506
https://doi.org/10.57062/ijpem-st.2022.0017
https://doi.org/10.57062/ijpem-st.2022.0017
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.scico.2023.102926
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.scico.2023.102926
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Four AI attributes and trends underlie physical infrastructure challenges:  
 
• AI workloads  

• Thermal design power (TDP) of GPUs  

• Network latency  

• AI cluster size 

 
AI workloads 
AI workloads fall into two general categories: training and inference. 
 
Training workloads are used to train AI models like large language models (LLMs). 
The type of training workload we refer to in this paper is large-scale distributed 
training (large number of machines running in parallel6), because of the challenges 
it poses to data centers today. These workloads require massive amounts of data 
fed to specialized servers with processors known as accelerators. A graphics pro-
cessing unit (GPU) is an example of an accelerator7. Accelerators are very efficient 
at performing parallel processing tasks like the ones used in training LLMs. In addi-
tion to servers, training also requires data storage and a network to connect it all to-
gether. These elements are assembled into an array of racks known as an AI cluster 
which essentially trains a model as a single computer. The accelerators in a well-
designed AI cluster operate at near 100% utilization for most of its training duration, 
which ranges from hours to months. This means that the average power draw of a 
training cluster is nearly equal to its peak power draw (peak-to-average ratio ≈ 1). 
 
The larger the model, the more accelerators are required. Rack densities in large AI 
clusters can range from 30 kW to 100 kW depending on the GPU model and quan-
tity. Clusters can range from a few racks to hundreds of racks and are commonly 
described by quantity of accelerators used. For example, a 22,000 H100 GPU clus-
ter uses approximately 700 racks and requires about 31 MW to power, with an aver-
age rack density of 44 kW. Note that this power excludes physical infrastructure re-
quirements like cooling. Finally, training workloads  save the model as “check-
points”. If the cluster fails or loses power, it can continue from where it left off.  
 
Inference means that the previously trained model is put into production to predict 
the output of new queries (inputs). From the user's perspective, there’s a trade-off 
between an output’s accuracy and the inference time (i.e., latency). If I’m a scien-
tist, I may be willing to pay a premium and wait longer in between queries in order 
to get highly accurate outputs. On the other hand, if I’m a copywriter looking for 
writing ideas, I want a free chatbot with instant answers. In short, the business need 
determines the size of the inference model, but very rarely is the full original trained 
model used. Instead, a light-weight version of the model is deployed to reduce in-
ference time with an acceptable loss of accuracy.  
 
Inference workloads tend to use accelerators for large models, and may also de-
pend heavily on CPUs, depending on the application. Applications like autonomous 
vehicles, recommendation engines, and ChatGPT likely all have different IT stacks, 
“tuned” to their requirements. Depending on the size of the model, hardware re-
quirements per instance can range from an edge device (e.g., smart phone) to sev-
eral racks of servers. This means that the rack densities can range from a few 

 
6 The large number of parameters and tokens in a model require that the processing workload be split 

up across many GPUs to decrease the time it takes to train the model. 
7 Other examples of accelerators are tensor processing units (TPUs), field programmable gate arrays 

(FPGAs), and application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs). 

AI attributes 
and trends 

https://www.gigabyte.com/Glossary/tdp
https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/machine-learning/concept-distributed-training?view=azureml-api-2
https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/machine-learning/concept-distributed-training?view=azureml-api-2
https://inflection.ai/inflection-ai-announces-1-3-billion-of-funding
https://towardsdatascience.com/ml-design-pattern-2-checkpoints-e6ca25a4c5fe#:%7E:text=A%20checkpoint%20is%20an%20intermediate,from%20this%20point%20whenever%20desired.
https://towardsdatascience.com/ml-design-pattern-2-checkpoints-e6ca25a4c5fe#:%7E:text=A%20checkpoint%20is%20an%20intermediate,from%20this%20point%20whenever%20desired.
https://gregoreite.com/ai-101-what-is-a-parameter-in-a-chatbot-llm/#:%7E:text=A%20%E2%80%9Cparameter%E2%80%9D%20is,Dry%2C%20but%20accurate.
https://blog.apnic.net/2023/08/10/large-language-models-the-hardware-connection/#:%7E:text=Tokenization%20translates%20the,the%20subword%20%E2%80%98happy%E2%80%99.
https://blog.apnic.net/2023/08/10/large-language-models-the-hardware-connection/#:%7E:text=Model%20parallelism%20aims%20to%20solve%20the%20case%20where%20the%20model%20does%20not%20fit%20in%20a%20single%20GPU%20by%20splitting%20the%20model%20parameters%20(and%20the%20computation)%20across%20multiple%20GPUs.
https://blog.apnic.net/2023/08/10/large-language-models-the-hardware-connection/#:%7E:text=Model%20parallelism%20aims%20to%20solve%20the%20case%20where%20the%20model%20does%20not%20fit%20in%20a%20single%20GPU%20by%20splitting%20the%20model%20parameters%20(and%20the%20computation)%20across%20multiple%20GPUs.
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hundred watts to over 10 kW. Unlike training, the number of inference servers in-
crease with the number of users / queries. In fact, it’s likely that a popular model 
(e.g., ChatGPT) requires many more times the quantity racks for inference as it did 
for training since their queries are now in the millions per day. Finally, inference 
workloads are often business-critical which requires resiliency (e.g., a UPS and or 
geographic redundancy). 
 
Thermal design power (TDP) of GPUs 
While training or inference is impossible without storage and network, we focus on 
the GPU because it represents about half of an AI cluster’s power consumption.8 
GPU power is trending higher with every new generation. A chip’s power consump-
tion, measured in watts, is commonly specified with TDP. While we discuss the GPU 
specifically, this general trend of increasing TDP applies to other accelerators as 
well. The increasing TDP per GPU generation is a consequence of designing the 
GPU for an increased number of operations, in order to train models and infer in 
less time and with lower cost. Table 2 compares three generations of Nvidia GPUs 
in terms of TDP and performance9. 
 

GPU TDP (W)10 
TFLOPS11

(Training) 
Performance 

over V100 
TOPS12  

(Inference) 
Performance 

over V100 

V100 SXM2 32GB 300 15.7 1X 62 1X 

A100 SXM 80GB 400 156 9.9X 624 10.1X 

H100 SXM 80GB 700 500 31.8X 2,000 32.3X 

 
Network latency 
With distributed training, every GPU must have a network port to establish the com-
pute network fabric. For example, if an AI server has eight GPUs, that server will re-
quire eight compute network ports. This compute fabric allows all GPUs in a large 
AI cluster to communicate in concert at high speeds (e.g., 800 gigabit/second). As 
GPU processing speeds increase, so must the network speeds, in an effort to re-
duce the time and cost of training models. For example, using GPUs that process 
data from memory at 900 GB/s with a 100 GB/s compute fabric would decrease the 
average GPU utilization because it’s waiting on the network to orchestrate what the 
GPUs do next. This is like buying a 500-horsepower autonomous vehicle with an ar-
ray of fast sensors communicating over a slow network; the car’s speed will be lim-
ited by the network speed, and therefore won’t fully use the engine’s power.  
 
High-speed network cables are expensive. For example, InfiniBand optical connec-
tions are on the order of 10 times the cost of copper. Therefore, data scientists, in 
collaboration with IT teams, try to specify AI training clusters with copper such that 
the network cabling distances stay within acceptable latencies. Increasing the ports 
per rack decreases the cabling distances but increases the number of GPUs per 
rack and therefore rack density. Eventually, the rack cluster grows so large that la-
tency forces designers to switch to fiber, increasing the cost. Note that it’s more 

 
8 At 400W the NVIDIA V100 GPU represents 55% in this cluster and at 700W the H100 represents 49%  
9 While the GPU is key to these performance gains, other system improvements were made to take ad-

vantage of improved GPUs such as increasing memory and inter-GPU communication. 
10 V110, A100, H100  
11 TFLOPS - tera (trillion) floating-point operations per second - measure of matrix multiplication through-

put at tensor float 32 (TF32) precision, generally used with training workloads. V100, A100, H100 
12 TOPS is tera (trillion) operations per second is a measure of integer math throughput at 8-bit integer 

(INT8) precision, generally used with inference workloads. V100, A100, H100 

Table 2 

TDP and performance 
across different generations 
of Nvidia GPUs 

https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2023/feb/02/chatgpt-100-million-users-open-ai-fastest-growing-app
https://www.gigabyte.com/Glossary/tdp
https://blog.apnic.net/2023/08/10/large-language-models-the-hardware-connection/#:%7E:text=Irrespective%20of%20the,for%20LLM%20training
https://developer.nvidia.com/blog/dgx-superpod-world-record-supercomputing-enterprise/
https://docs.nvidia.com/nvidia-dgx-superpod-data-center-design-dgx-h100.pdf
https://images.nvidia.com/content/technologies/volta/pdf/tesla-volta-v100-datasheet-letter-fnl-web.pdf
https://www.nvidia.com/content/dam/en-zz/Solutions/Data-Center/a100/pdf/nvidia-a100-datasheet-nvidia-us-2188504-web.pdf
https://resources.nvidia.com/en-us-tensor-core/nvidia-tensor-core-gpu-datasheet
https://blogs.nvidia.com/blog/2020/05/14/tensorfloat-32-precision-format/
https://developer.nvidia.com/blog/nvidia-ampere-architecture-in-depth/#:%7E:text=A100%20TF32%20TC,15.7%20TFLOPS
https://developer.nvidia.com/blog/nvidia-hopper-architecture-in-depth/#:%7E:text=3.1x-,TF32%20Tensor%20Core,500,-1000
https://www.nvidia.com/en-us/on-demand/session/gtcspring22-s41440/
https://developer.nvidia.com/blog/nvidia-ampere-architecture-in-depth/#:%7E:text=A100%20INT8%20TC,62%20TOPS
https://developer.nvidia.com/blog/nvidia-hopper-architecture-in-depth/#:%7E:text=3.1x-,INT8%20Tensor%20Core,2000,-4000
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difficult to parallelize GPUs for inference workloads and therefore this rack density 
relationship doesn’t typically apply to inference.13 
 
AI cluster size 
As discussed above, training large models can require thousands of GPUs acting 
in concert. Given that the GPU represents about half of a cluster’s power consump-
tion, GPU quantity becomes a helpful proxy for estimating data center power con-
sumption. Figure 1 estimates the data center power consumption as a function of 
GPU quantity in an AI training cluster across three GPU generations (from Table 2). 
To put these values into perspective, a 40,000 kW power plant is capable of power-
ing about 31,000 average US homes. Note that the three trend lines do not equate 
to the same productivity. In other words, while the power consumption of a data 
center with H100 GPUs exceeds one with V100 GPUs, the productivity gains of the 
H100 data center far exceeds its power consumption premium. 
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The four attributes and trends described have a direct impact on rack power den-
sity. Most data centers today can support peak rack power densities of about 10 to 
20 kW.14 However, deploying tens or hundreds of racks all greater than 20 kW in an 
AI cluster will present physical infrastructure challenges to data center operators. 
They may be specific to power or may touch across two or more physical infrastruc-
ture categories. These challenges are not insurmountable, but operators should 
proceed with a full understanding of the requirements, not only with respect to IT, 
but to physical infrastructure, especially for existing data center facilities. The older 
the facility, the more challenging it will be to support AI training workloads. The 
main sections below explain these challenges in more detail for each physical infra-
structure category and provide guidance to overcome these challenges. Note, 
some of the recommended design approaches only apply to new data center 
builds, where others are relevant to both new and brownfield (retrofit) buildings.  
 
 
AI workloads present six key challenges that impact the power train, including 
switchgear, distribution, and rack power distribution units (rPDUs).  
 
• 120/208 V distribution is impractical to deploy 

• Small power distribution block sizes waste IT space 

• Standard 60/63 A rack PDUs are impractical to deploy 

• Increased risk of arc flash hazard complicates work practices 

• Lack of load diversity increases risk of upstream breaker tripping  

• High rack temperatures increase risk of failures & hazards 

 
13 Accelerating Deep Learning Inference with Hardware and Software Parallelism, Aril 2020 
14 Uptime Institute, Rack Density is Rising, 12/2022 

Power 

Figure 1 

Estimated data center power 
consumption as a function of 
GPU quantity 
 
Data center PUE = 1.3 
 
Note that productivity gains are 
not presented in this chart. 

https://www.eia.gov/tools/faqs/faq.php?id=97&t=3
https://cloud4scieng.org/2020/04/22/accelerating-deep-learning-inference-with-hardware-and-software-parallelism/
https://journal.uptimeinstitute.com/rack-density-is-rising/
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120/208 V distribution is impractical to deploy 
120/208 V, a voltage historically used in North American data centers, served its 
purpose when densities were relatively low (on the order of two to three kilowatts 
per rack) and servers were supplied with 120 V power cords. Today, with high-den-
sity loads such as AI clusters, this voltage is too low. While it’s still possible to 
power these loads at 120/208 V, it creates challenges, which stem from the follow-
ing relationship: power is equal to volts times amps (P = V x A). As this equation 
demonstrates, the lower the voltage, the more current you need for the same power. 
Consequently, the wire must be larger to safely provide greater current. 
 
Now consider an AI training rack of (8) HPE Cray XD670 GPU-accelerated servers, 
totaling a rack density of 80 kW. At 120/208 V, it would take five 60-amp circuits to 
power the rack (each circuit equals 120 V x 3 phases x 60 A x 80% derating = 
17,280 W = 17.3 kW) at 1N redundancy. If 2N was required (although uncommon 
for AI training loads), this number would double to ten. With 5 to 10 circuits per 
rack, imagine the chaos of power cables distributed to an AI cluster of 100 racks. 
The outcome is likely a makeshift, hodgepodge installation of power cables dan-
gling above/near the rack, which could lead to issues including human error and 
airflow constraints. This is impractical. In addition, there are cost implications of in-
stalling and managing the excessive number of circuits. 
 
GUIDANCE: Since doubling the voltage means doubling the power, existing data 
centers with 120/208 V distribution should retrofit their distribution to 240/415 V. 
New data centers should already design with 240/415 V in mind. See White Paper 
128, High-Efficiency AC Power Distribution for Data Centers, for more on this topic. 
This leads to the next challenge which is related to constraints in how to distribute 
240/415 V power. 
 
Note, a large part of the globe does not have this same challenge, as many coun-
tries distribute power at higher voltage of 230/400 V, which is suitable to achieve 
the power demands in AI racks. 
 
Small power distribution block sizes waste IT space 
There are three main types of data center power distribution: transformer-based 
power distribution units (PDU), remote power panels (RPP), and busway. The distri-
bution block size represents the capacity (kW) of each distribution solution. Even 
with a higher distribution voltage of 240/415 V (230 V IEC countries), the traditional 
distribution block sizes are too small to support today’s AI cluster capacities. Ten 
years ago, a 300 kW (833 A at 120/208 V) distribution block could support 100 
racks (five 20-rack rows at an average rack density of 3 kW/rack). Today that same 
block couldn’t even support the minimum configuration of an NVIDIA DGX Super-
POD (a single 358 kW 10-rack row at 36 kW/rack). Using multiple blocks of distribu-
tion for a single row of racks is impractical for various reasons. For example, PDU 
and RPP footprints double at a minimum. Multiple blocks also increase cost com-
pared to a single higher-capacity block.  
 
GUIDANCE: Distribution block sizes must increase to meet the demands of high-
density clusters. We recommend that you choose a distribution block size high 
enough to accommodate, at a minimum, a full row of the cluster. A block size of 800 
amps is a standard capacity size available today for all three distribution types at 
240/415 V distribution. This provides 576 kW (461 kW derated).  
 
Standard 60/63 A rack PDUs are impractical to deploy 
Even at a higher voltage, it’s still a challenge to provide sufficient capacity with a 
standard rPDU. Most decision makers prefer off-the-shelf rPDUs because they have 

https://www.se.com/us/en/download/document/SPD_NRAN-6CN8PK_EN/
https://docs.nvidia.com/nvidia-dgx-superpod-data-center-design-dgx-h100.pdf
https://docs.nvidia.com/nvidia-dgx-superpod-data-center-design-dgx-h100.pdf
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shorter lead times, are readily available, cost effective, and are sold in similar con-
figurations by multiple vendors. 
 
Today, the highest capacity standard off-the-shelf rPDU is rated at 60 A (NEMA) / 
63 A (IEC). Table 3 illustrates the usable capacity of rPDUs at various current rat-
ings and voltages. Based on this, we see that the 60 and 63 A rating limits a single 
rPDU capacity to 34.6 kW and 43.5 kW respectively. This leads to the dilemma of 
how best to handle rack densities greater than this. 
 
 

NEMA 40 A 60 A 100 A 125 A 150 A 175 A 

120/208 V 11.5 kW 17.3 kW 28.8 kW 36.0 kW 43.2 kW 50.4 kW 

240/415 V 23.0 kW 34.6 kW 57.6 kW 72.0 kW 86.4 kW 100.8 kW 

Note, these values are de-rated to 80% based on typical code requirements. 

 

IEC 32 A 63 A 100 A 125 A 150 A 160 A 

230/400 V 22.1 kW 43.5 kW 69.0 kW 86.3 kW 103.5 kW 110.4 kW 

 
GUIDANCE: For rack densities greater than 34.6 kW (NEMA) and 43.5 kW (IEC), 
there are two approaches. 
 

1. Multiple standard off-the-shelf rPDUs 

2. Custom rPDU greater than 60 A and 63 A 

 
Most zero U rPDUs today are roughly 2 meters (80 in) in height. With these stand-
ard offers, you are likely to fit, at most, 4 rPDUs in a single air-cooled rack (e.g., 4 x 
60/63 A rPDUs is 138 kW / 174 kW). Or if a liquid cooling manifold is required, then 
2 rPDUs in a single rack (e.g., 2 x 60/63 A rPDUs is 69 kW / 87 kW). These rPDUs 
can be combined for increased capacity, or applied for redundancy (e.g., 2N).  
 
If there is a space constraint due to quantity of rPDUs, then we recommend custom 
rPDUs. For example, as shown in Table 3, powering a 100 kW rack is possible with 
a 175 A rPDU in North America or 150 A in Europe. Custom rPDUs can come with a 
pin and sleeve connector or be hardwired and give you the flexibility of quantity and 
type of receptacles. With higher current ratings, pin and sleeve connectors require 
more work to install and feed through a rack due to their physical size (see Figure 
2). Note, at current ratings greater than 60A, installation and operation may require 
an electrician.  

321 mm 
(12.6 in)

125 mm 
(4.9 in)

305 mm 
(12 in)

150 mm 
(5.9 in)

 
 

Increased risk of arc flash hazard complicates work practices 
According to White Paper 194, Arc Flash Considerations for Data Center IT Space, 
the term “arc flash” describes what happens when electrical short circuit current 
flows through the air. In an arc flash, the current literally travels through the air from 
one point to the other, releasing a large amount of energy, known as incident 

Standard Custom 

Table 3 

Usable 3-phase power 
density per rPDU based on 
circuit breaker amp rating 
and voltage (line-to-neu-
tral) 
 
Top: NEMA (e.g., North 
America 

    
 

Figure 2 

240/415 V 125 A pin and 
sleeve connector relative to 
the size of a paper towel 
roll. Mating a pair of such 
large connectors is chal-
lenging for a single person.  

https://www.se.com/eg/en/download/document/SPD_VAVR-6KGRYW_EN/
https://www.lumen.ca/en/products/24-wiring-devices-wallplates/04-plugs-connectors/02-pin-sleeve-devices/04-plugs/p-SFVCSEJMNTEyNVA2Vw==-hubhbl5125p6w-hubbell-hbl5125p6w-pin-and-sleeve-devices-pin-and-sleeve-plug-125-a-220380-v-240415-v-male-straight
https://www.lumen.ca/en/products/24-wiring-devices-wallplates/04-plugs-connectors/02-pin-sleeve-devices/04-plugs/p-SFVCSEJMNTEyNVA2Vw==-hubhbl5125p6w-hubbell-hbl5125p6w-pin-and-sleeve-devices-pin-and-sleeve-plug-125-a-220380-v-240415-v-male-straight
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energy15, in less than a second. This energy is released in the form of heat, sound, 
light, and explosive pressure all of which can cause injuries. Some specific injuries 
can include burns, blindness, electric shock, hearing loss, and fractures. 
 
A consequence of increasing rPDU current ratings is that they have larger wire di-
ameters which allow more fault current through the rPDU. If the available fault cur-
rent at the rPDU results in incident energy of 1.2 calories/cm2 or more, workers are 
not allowed in that area without proper training and personal protective equipment 
(PPE).16 Risk increases as rPDU amp rating increases. The safety of data center 
personnel is a challenge that must be addressed. 
 
GUIDANCE: With so many variables involved, we recommend starting with an arc 
flash risk assessment to analyze available fault current, as this informs the best so-
lutions for a specific site. It is important this study is conducted from the medium 
voltage gear all the way down to the rack level. Examples of solutions include: 
 
• Specifying upstream transformers with higher impedance 

• Using line reactors (i.e., inductors) to impede the flow of short circuit current 

• Using current limiter blocks 

• Using current limiting breakers 

 
See White Paper, Arc Flash Mitigation, and White Paper 253, Benefits of Limiting 
MV Short-Circuit Current in Large Data Centers, for more details on addressing arc 
flash hazards. 
 
Lack of load variation increases risk of upstream breaker tripping 
The power consumption of diverse data center workloads typically peaks at random 
times. Statistically speaking, there’s a very low probability that all these peaks occur 
at the same time.  Therefore, if you were to sum the peak of all individual workloads 
and divide this value by the total average power consumption, you would find a 
peak-to-average ratio of 1.5 to 2 or more for a typical large data center. This is what 
allows designers to “oversubscribe” power and cooling systems. But as discussed 
in the “AI attributes and trends” section, AI training loads lack diversity. These work-
loads can run for hours, days, or even weeks at peak power. The result is an in-
creased likelihood of tripping a large upstream breaker. This is like what happens 
when many large loads run simultaneously in a home and the main panel breaker 
trips open. Figure 3 illustrates the typical spectrum of peak-to-average ratio (also 
referred to as diversity factor) as the loads in a data center move to 100% AI loads. 
 

 
GUIDANCE: In the case of a new data center hall with greater than 60-70% of AI 
training workloads, we recommend sizing the main breaker based on the sum of the 
individual feeder breakers downstream. In other words, assume a peak-to-average 
ratio of 1, where the average power draw is equal to the peak power draw. The 
practice of oversubscribing and depending on diversity is not advised.  

 
15 According to NFPA 70E (2015), incident energy is “The amount of thermal energy impressed on a 

surface, at a certain distance from the source, generated during an electrical arc event.” 
16 For more information see White Papers 13, “Mitigating Electrical Risk While Swapping Energized 

Equipment” and 194, “Arc Flash Considerations for Data Center IT Space”. 

100% Traditional Workload 50% Traditional Workload
50% AI Training Workload

100% AI Training Workload

p   g  y 

2 1.5 1
Figure 3 

Spectrum of typical peak-
to-average ratios from 
100% traditional mixed 
loads to 100% AI training 

 

https://rexel-cdn.com/Products/1BB5CC5A-111B-4267-90CB-EDB7F8DC3AA4/1BB5CC5A-111B-4267-90CB-EDB7F8DC3AA4.pdf
https://www.se.com/us/en/faqs/FA112978/
https://www.se.com/us/en/download/document/998-2095-08-31-13R0_EN/
https://www.se.com/us/en/download/document/SPD_VAVR-ADZKLK_EN/
https://www.se.com/us/en/download/document/SPD_VAVR-ADZKLK_EN/
https://www.se.com/us/en/download/document/SPD_WP13_EN/
https://www.se.com/us/en/download/document/SPD_WP13_EN/
https://www.se.com/us/en/download/document/SPD_VAVR-6KGRYW_EN/
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For existing data centers, calculate the total AI load the upstream breaker can sup-
port. For example, if there is a 1,000 A main breaker upstream of the AI workload 
cluster(s), make sure the AI loads don’t add up to more than 1,000 A. 
 
High rack temperatures increase risk of failures & hazards 
Between densities climbing and a focus on operating efficiency, IT environments 
are getting hotter. Higher operating temperatures improve cooling system effi-
ciency, but they also cause added stress on components. When components are 
exposed to temperatures they are not rated for, the following can result: 
 
• Pre-mature component failures – although systems operate as expected on 

day 1, the life expectancy of components can be significantly shortened when 
exposed to conditions outside the specified range.  

• Safety hazards – using cords not rated for the operating range could lead to 
safety hazards like melting cords. 

 
IEC 60320 is the recognized international standard used by most of the globe for 
the connection of power supply cords. There are specific IEC connectors that are 
rated for higher temperatures. Table 4 compares the standard C19/C20 connectors 
to the high temperature C21/C22 connectors. 
 

 Female Male Limit Notes 

Standard 

  

65˚C 

C20 is commonly used as a 
jumper cable, providing 
power from a rack PDU to 
high powered IT devices. 

High  
temperature 

  

155˚C 

C21 mates with either C22 
or C20 connectors and used 
when temperatures exceed 
the C19 rating. 

 
GUIDANCE: We recommend analyzing all loads within the AI cluster to ensure the 
appropriate connectors and receptacles are used. C21/C22 connectors are becom-
ing more common with higher density compute loads like AI servers. AI servers are 
often configured with these high temperature rated cords/receptacles, but other de-
vices in your rack may not, like the top of rack switch. It’s important to understand 
the environment your equipment will operate in, and ensure all devices are rated 
accordingly, including the rack PDU and all its subcomponents.  
 
When specifying rack PDUs, it’s important to not only look at the voltage, amper-
age, and number of outlets, but also its temperature rating. High-temperature rated 
rPDUs are available on the market for this type of application. Although they gener-
ally come at a cost premium, that added cost generally outweighs the cost of latent 
failures waiting to happen. Note, placing temperature sensors in the back of the 
rack (monitored by DCIM) are also recommended to validate the operating condi-
tions are as expected.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 4 

Comparison of IEC 
60320 standard and 
high temperature con-
nectors for 250 V and 
16/20 A 

C19 C20 

C21 C22 

https://shop.worldcordsets.com/shop/reference-materials/iec-60320-reference-chart
https://shop.worldcordsets.com/shop/reference-materials/iec-60320-reference-chart
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The densification of AI training server clusters is forcing an evolution from air-
cooled to liquid-cooled to address their increasing TDPs. While less dense clusters 
and inference servers will still use more conventional data center cooling, we see 
the following six key cooling challenges that data center operators need to address: 
 
• Air cooling is not suitable for AI clusters above 20 kW/rack 

• Lack of standardized designs and site constraints complicate liquid cooling 
retrofits 

• Unknown future TDPs increase the risk of cooling design obsolescence 

• Inexperience complicates installation, operation, & maintenance 

• Liquid cooling increases the risk of leaks within IT racks 

• Limited fluid options exist to operate liquid cooling sustainably 

 
Air cooling is not suitable for AI clusters above 20 kW/rack 
Liquid cooling for IT has been around for over half a century for specialized high-
performance computing. Air cooling has been the mainstream choice and can sup-
port average rack power densities of about 20 kW when properly designed with hot 
aisle containment. With a single 8-10U AI server consuming 12 kW, it’s easy to ex-
ceed this 20 kW threshold. Adding to this challenge is that servers in large AI clus-
ters cannot be spread out (to lower rack density) due to latency limitations. Liquid-
cooled versions of AI training servers are increasingly available with some being ex-
clusively liquid cooled, driven by increasing TDPs.  
 
GUIDANCE: Smaller AI clusters and inference server racks that are configured at 
20 kW per rack or less can be air cooled. For these racks, good airflow manage-
ment practices (e.g., blanking panels, aisle containment) should be followed to en-
sure more effective and efficient cooling. If an air-cooled system is still constrained, 
spreading out the AI servers across multiple racks is a strategy for reducing rack 
density. For example, if a cluster is 20 racks at 20 kW/rack, spreading the servers 
out to 40 racks would reduce the rack density to 10 kW/rack. Note that spreading 
racks may not be possible if the increased network cabling distances degrade the 
AI cluster’s performance.  
 
When AI rack densities go above 20 kW, strong consideration should be given to 
liquid-cooled servers. There are several liquid cooling technologies and architec-
tures. Direct-to-chip (DTC), sometimes called conductive or cold plate, and 
immersion are the two main categories. Compared to immersion, direct-to-chip is 
currently the preferred choice, as it has better compatibility with existing air cooling 
and is also easier for retrofit applications. If given the choice, data center operators 
should select liquid-cooled servers to improve performance and reduce energy 
cost, which can offset the investment premium. For example, the HPE Cray XD670 
GPU-accelerated server consumes 10 kW when air-cooled vs. 7.5 kW when liquid-
cooled due to reduced fan power requirements and lower leakage currents in the 
silicon. For more information on liquid cooling, see White Paper 279, Five Reasons 
to Adopt Liquid Cooling, and White Paper 265, Liquid Cooling Technologies for 
Data Centers and Edge Applications.  
 
Note that liquids have a much greater capacity to capture heat by unit volume 
which allows liquid cooling technologies to remove heat more efficiently than air 
cooling. However, if the fluid flow stops, the chip temperature will increase much 
faster than with air, leading to faster shutdown. Placing pumps on a UPS helps 
address this issue. 
 
 

Cooling 

https://www.nvidia.com/content/dam/en-zz/es_em/Solutions/Data-Center/dgx-2/nvidia-dgx-2h-datasheet.pdf
https://www.se.com/us/en/download/document/SPD_SADE-5TPLKQ_EN/
https://www.se.com/us/en/download/document/SPD_VAVR-8K6P9G_EN/
https://www.se.com/us/en/download/document/SPD_WTOL-B9RKEA_EN/
https://www.se.com/us/en/download/document/SPD_WTOL-B9RKEA_EN/
https://www.se.com/us/en/download/document/SPD_VAVR-AQKM3N_EN/
https://www.se.com/us/en/download/document/SPD_VAVR-AQKM3N_EN/
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Lack of standardized designs and site constraints complicate  
liquid cooling retrofits 
Compared to traditional chilled water systems, direct-to-chip liquid-cooled servers 
have more stringent requirements in water temperature, flow, and chemistry. This 
means that operators cannot run water directly from a chiller system through a 
chip's cold plate.17 While water quality is certainly part of the challenge of retrofit-
ting a data center to liquid cooling, the biggest issue is the lack of standardized de-
signs for AI loads at this scale (i.e., hundreds of racks). Consider the fact that there 
are several mounting options and locations for coolant distribution units (CDUs)18. It 
could be floor-mounted on the room perimeter, end of row, or rack-mounted in each 
server rack. There are several methods for distributing piping to racks, many loca-
tions for cooling system equipment, several approaches to controlling tempera-
tures, etc. To help visualize the components of a liquid-cooled system, Figure 3 il-
lustrates different water loops and CDUs. 
 
Retrofitting for liquid cooling is also disruptive to a production data center and may 
encounter physical constraints such as limited floor space and insufficient raised 
floor height to run water piping. Even if 100% of the servers are direct-to-chip liquid-
cooled, there is still a need for supplemental air-cooling to cool other equipment like 
network switches and heat conduction from liquid-cooled servers. In short, retrofit-
ting is a challenge due to the high number of design permutations combined with 
limited analysis and few large-scale liquid-cooling deployments to learn from. Note 
that some data centers don’t have a chilled water system which makes retrofitting 
even more challenging. 
 

Rack RackExternal CDU

ITE

CDU

ITE

Chiller

Condenser Water 
System (CWS)

Facilities Water 
System (FWS)

Technology 
Cooling System (TCS)

Cooling 
Tower

Datacom Equipment Center

 
 
GUIDANCE: We recommend data center operators perform a design assessment 
of the proposed liquid-cooled loads and the facility’s existing conditions in advance 
of deploying liquid cooling. Expert review is essential in order to evaluate possible 
designs and avoid the cost implications of unforeseen building constraints. For ex-
ample, pipes may obstruct airflow under the raised floor or interfere with power or 
cable trays. For more information see White Paper 133, Data Center Design 
Practices for Integrating Liquid-cooled AI Workloads.  
 
 

 
17 Running untreated water through a server’s cold plate can cause corrosion, biological growth, and 

fouling. All of these compromise heat transfer from the GPUs, eventually leading the GPUs to throttle 
or shutdown to prevent damage. 

18 A CDU physically isolates the chilled water loop from the “clean” water loop that supplies the servers. 

Figure 3 

Liquid cooling using CDUs 
in a data center 
 
Source: ASHRAE, Water-
Cooled Servers: Common 
Designs, Components, 
and Processes, page 10 

https://www.se.com/us/en/download/document/SPD_WP133_EN/
https://www.se.com/us/en/download/document/SPD_WP133_EN/
https://www.ashrae.org/File%20Library/Technical%20Resources/Bookstore/WhitePaper_TC099-WaterCooledServers.pdf
https://www.ashrae.org/File%20Library/Technical%20Resources/Bookstore/WhitePaper_TC099-WaterCooledServers.pdf
https://www.ashrae.org/File%20Library/Technical%20Resources/Bookstore/WhitePaper_TC099-WaterCooledServers.pdf
https://www.ashrae.org/File%20Library/Technical%20Resources/Bookstore/WhitePaper_TC099-WaterCooledServers.pdf
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Unknown future TDPs increase the risk of cooling design  
obsolescence 
AI technologies are evolving at such rapid pace that it is likely that next generation 
GPUs will have higher TDPs and increased cooling requirements. For example, a 
current server with eight GPUs may have sixteen in its next generation. As a result, 
a data center’s cooling distribution designed for today’s loads may become insuffi-
cient to support tomorrow’s loads.  
 
GUIDANCE: We recommend designing the cooling system to accommodate air 
cooling and liquid cooling, scale up as needed, and support different generations 
of accelerators. For example, using high-temperature chillers for air cooling today, 
can be easily switched to higher temperature liquid cooling tomorrow. Another rec-
ommended practice is to design the chilled water piping system with tap-offs for fu-
ture CDUs. This will allow a transition to 100% direct-to-chip liquid-cooled loads 
combined with rear door heat exchangers for supplemental air cooling.  
 
Inexperience complicates installation, operation, & maintenance 
Data center operators are quite familiar with air-cooled systems as it has been used 
for decades, however, liquid cooling is new for most operators. Liquid cooling uses 
components such as cold plates, manifolds, blind-mate valves, etc. These compo-
nents come with additional installation, operation, and maintenance procedures un-
familiar to these operators. For example, the tiny water channels in direct-to-chip 
cold plate servers are more susceptible to fouling, which means operators may 
need to learn new operation and maintenance procedures to control water chemis-
try. Another example is moving water into servers which introduces the risk of leaks. 
 
GUIDANCE: Liquid cooling design plays a critical role in minimizing installation, op-
eration, and maintenance work. We recommend that data center operators, unfamil-
iar with supporting liquid-cooled servers, seek experts to provide a thorough review 
of their design and issue detailed standard operating procedures (SOP) and 
method of procedures (MOP) for day-to-day operations. This will minimize failures 
and human error, especially relating to leaks. 
 
Liquid cooling increases the risk of leaks within IT racks 
Direct-to-chip technologies use water (e.g., deionized water, alcohol-based solu-
tions) in cold plates within a server. Water leaks are a safety and reliability concern 
and must be considered in the design and procurement phase.  
 
GUIDANCE: We recommend working with reputable providers to ensure their sys-
tems go through rigorous pressure testing to minimize the risk of leaks. Additionally, 
leak detection at the server and rack level can help catch leaks before they become 
more serious. Instead of traditional CDU pumping systems, consider CDUs with in-
novative leak-prevention-systems (LPS). LPSs maintain the water loop at a slight 
vacuum (negative pressure) to eliminate the risk of leaks within IT equipment. Im-
mersion liquid cooling uses dielectric fluids which also eliminate the risk of water 
leaks within the servers. These may be an option from your AI server or integration 
vendor. Finally, emergency operating procedures (EOP) should be developed to 
address leaks if they do occur.  
 
Limited fluid options exist to operate liquid cooling sustainably 
Compared to traditional air-cooled IT, liquid cooling offers some environmental sus-
tainability benefits in that it reduces both energy consumption and water usage. 
This is due to higher energy efficiency for both IT servers and cooling systems as 
most or all of the server fans are removed, and higher water temperatures enable 
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increased economizer hours19. However, some liquid-cooled systems use engi-
neered chemicals that are harmful to the environment. For example, fluorocarbon 
fluids are widely used as dielectric fluids in immersion liquid cooling technologies20 
due to their heat transfer performance. Unfortunately, some fluorocarbons have 
global warming potentials (GWPs) on the order of 8,000. For comparison, HFC-143a 
refrigerant, common in refrigerators, has a GWP of 1,430. In addition, societal pres-
sures have prompted manufactures to eliminate PFAS (per-and polyfluoroalkyl sub-
stances) from products like refrigerants (to mitigate environmental impact) and to 
transition to refrigerants with lower GWP. Sustainability has become a top priority for 
most data center operators, leaving them fewer options.  
 
GUIDANCE: We recommend avoiding fluorocarbon fluids. In the past these were 
used in both direct-to-chip and immersion cooling systems. Today, direct-to-chip 
uses water and therefore is not an issue. If deploying immersion liquid cooling, we 
recommend using oil-based dielectric fluids which have zero GWP (unlike 2-phase 
engineered fluids). However, because oil-based dielectric fluids are not as effective 
at transferring heat as direct-to-chip using water, direct-to-chip has become the 
preferred liquid cooling architecture today. Note that it’s likely that vendors will de-
velop sustainable alternative dielectrics to fluorocarbon fluids. This would signifi-
cantly improve the heat removal efficiency of immersion liquid cooling and perhaps 
precipitate a change in cooling architecture. See White Paper 291, Comparison of 
Dielectric Fluids for Immersive Liquid Cooing of IT Equipment for more information. 
 
 
Some of the power and cooling challenges described in the previous sections also 
trickle down to the IT rack (i.e., IT cabinet or enclosure). We see the following four 
rack system challenges driven by AI workloads: 
 
• Standard-width racks lack space for needed power & cooling gear 

• Standard-depth racks lack space for deep AI servers & cabling 

• Standard-height racks lack space for required quantity of servers 

• Standard racks lack sufficient weight-bearing capacity for AI gear 

 
Standard-width racks lack space for needed power & cooling gear 
Because AI servers are getting deeper, there is less space in the back of the rack 
to mount rack PDUs and liquid cooling manifolds. As server power densities con-
tinue to increase, it will become very difficult if not impossible to accommodate the 
necessary power and cooling distribution in the back of a standard-width rack (i.e., 
600 mm / 24 in). Furthermore, narrow racks are likely to congest the exhaust airflow 
behind the rack due to power and network cables. 
 
GUIDANCE: We recommend at least 750 mm (29.5 in) wide racks to accommodate 
rack PDUs, and in the case of liquid cooling, manifolds for liquid-cooled servers. 
Although these racks will not line up with 600 mm wide raised floor tiles like stand-
ard 600 mm racks do, this is no longer a relevant constraint. This is because air-
cooled AI servers require high airflow rates and raised floors are not typically used 
for air distribution but rather for piping and cabling. 
 
 

 
19 Economization occurs when the outdoor temperature is lower than the water temperature. The return 

water temperatures from direct-to-chip servers are much higher than traditional chilled water return 
temperatures. At these higher temperatures there are more hours in the year to free-cool the water. 

20 Immersion cooling submerges the entire chip or even server in the dielectric fluid. 

Racks 

https://www.epa.gov/ghgemissions/understanding-global-warming-potentials#:%7E:text=The%20Global%20Warming%20Potential%20(GWP,warming%20impacts%20of%20different%20gases.
https://www.se.com/ww/en/download/document/SPD_WP291_EN/?searchSource=guided&searchTerm=WP291
https://www.se.com/ww/en/download/document/SPD_WP291_EN/?searchSource=guided&searchTerm=WP291
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Standard-depth racks lack space for deep AI servers & cabling 
Servers optimized for AI workloads can reach depths that exceed the maximum 
mounting depth of some standard racks. Even if a deep server can mount into a 
shallow rack, sufficient rear clearance is needed to accommodate network cabling 
while still allowing for sufficient airflow. 
 
GUIDANCE: IT racks have adjustable mounting rails to accommodate different IT 
equipment depths, however, maximum mounting depths vary. We recommend 
racks at least 1,200 mm (47.2 in) deep with maximum mounting depths greater than 
1,000 mm (40 in). 
 
Standard-height racks lack space for required quantity of servers 
Depending on the height of AI servers, common 42U high racks will likely be too 
short to accommodate all the servers, switches, and other equipment. For example, 
a 64-port network switch implies that the rack would have 8 servers, each with 8 
GPUs. At this density, and assuming a 5U server height, the servers alone would 
consume 40U, leaving only 2U of remaining space to accommodate other devices. 
 
GUIDANCE: We recommend deploying AI training clusters in 48U racks or higher 
with the presumption that data center doorways are tall enough to accommodate 
them. 1U is equal to 44.45 mm (1.75 in)21.  
 
Standard racks lack sufficient weight-bearing capacity for AI gear 
With heavy AI servers, a high-density rack can weigh over 900 kg (2000 lb). This 
places a significant load on IT racks and raised floors, both in terms of static and 
dynamic (rolling) load bearing capacity. Racks not rated for these weights may ex-
perience deformation to frames, leveling feet, and/or casters. Furthermore, raised 
floors may not support these heavy racks. 
 
GUIDANCE: IT rack weight-bearing capacities are specified as static and dynamic. 
Static refers to the weight a rack can support while stationary. Dynamic refers to the 
weight a rack can support while moving. We recommend specifying racks with a 
static weight capacity greater than 1,800 kg (3,968 lb) and a dynamic weight ca-
pacity greater than 1,200 kg (2,646 lb). These rack capacities should be validated 
by an independent third party.22 Even if your current AI deployment is small and 
doesn’t yet require these capacities, racks tend to have a longer service life than IT 
equipment. It’s likely that the next generation of your AI deployment will require 
some or all of these rack recommendations. Finally, in some cases IT racks are pre-
configured offsite and then transported to the data center. These racks must be 
able to sustain the dynamic forces generated during transportation and the associ-
ated packaging must also protect the racks and the valuable IT gear they support. 
 
Data center floors, and raised floors in particular, should be assessed to ensure 
they can support the weight of an AI cluster. This is especially important to raised 
floor dynamic capacity when moving heavy racks around the data center.  
 
 
Physical infrastructure software tools support the design and operation of the data 
center and include DCIM, EPMS, BMS, and digital electrical design tools. Having 
clusters of high-power density and liquid-cooled IT alongside traditional air-cooled 
IT means that certain software functions become more critical. Even though some 

 
21 For example, 48U means that there is 2.13 m (84 in) of interior vertical space available for equipment. 
22 We recommend Underwriters Laboratory (UL) and International Safe Transit Association (ISTA). For 

more information see White Paper 201, “How to Choose an IT Rack”. 

Software tools 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rack_unit
https://se.com/dcim
https://www.se.com/us/en/work/solutions/power-and-energy-management-solutions/
https://www.se.com/us/en/product-range/62111-ecostruxure-building-operation-software/
https://etap.com/software/etap-digital-twin
https://www.se.com/us/en/download/document/SPD_VAVR-9G4MYQ_EN/
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AI training workloads may not require high availability, poor design and monitoring 
can lead to downtime risks for adjacent racks and tenants that are likely to be busi-
ness critical. The following two challenges highlight important management soft-
ware functions that become more relevant in the context of high-density AI training 
workloads: 
 
• Extreme power density and demand of AI cluster leads to design uncertainty 

• Less margin for error increases operational risk in a dynamic environment 

 
AI cluster extreme power density and power demand leads to  
design uncertainty 
Before retrofitting an existing site to accommodate new AI clusters, a feasibility 
study is needed to confirm there is enough power and cooling capacity, as well as 
the infrastructure needed to distribute that capacity to the new loads. In typical 
cases with rack power densities well below 10kW and with excess bulk power and 
cooling capacity, adding standard IT might be relatively easy and not require as 
much scrutiny and verification. Point-in-time power and cooling measurements 
might be used along with common power distribution components and existing 
cooling units that you’re familiar with. This more manual, “eye-ball” retrofit design 
approach will not suffice for large high density AI training clusters. An AI cluster 
drawing hundreds of kilowatts has much bigger consequences if you make a de-
sign mistake (i.e., not knowing actual peak to average power draws, being unsure 
of what loads are on which circuits, etc.). You can’t afford to have unknowns and 
uncertainties with the design. Also, because AI cluster designs are so unique (e.g., 
non-standard high amperage rPDUs/busway, use of liquid cooling, etc.) there is 
greater uncertainty about how the cluster will perform on startup. 
 
GUIDANCE: We recommend using EPMS and DCIM to provide an accurate view of 
the current power capacity and its trends, both at the bulk power level and the dis-
tribution level within the IT space. These tools will show what the actual peak power 
draw is over a long period of time. This is important to understand to make sure you 
don’t inadvertently trip a breaker. This capacity assessment will help determine the 
capability of hosting AI loads. Note, this assumes that the necessary power meters 
are in place. Next, prior to any changes, we recommend performing safety and 
technical studies including capacity analysis, protection coordination, arc flash 
study, and short-circuit & device evaluation23. Using electrical design (a.k.a., 
power system engineering) software tools simplifies the amount of data collection 
and calculations.  
 
After the assessment, changes to the electric network will likely be required in order 
to add the AI clusters. In this case, electrical design software tools ensure you have 
the right data to select optimal electrical equipment, prevent electrical faults, de-
velop effective methods of procedure, and implement proper safety protocols when 
working on and servicing the electrical network in the IT space. 
 
It’s important to note that existing data centers with digitalized single-line diagrams 
(iSLDs)24 could simplify the assessment process described above. When accurate, 
intelligent, iSLDs are used, the time and expertise needed to collect data and per-
form the calculations are greatly reduced. An iSLD is a more advanced single-line 
diagram stored and managed in specialized software that includes advanced func-
tionality and awareness of the devices’ characteristics and operating behavior. It 
creates a digital twin of the physical electrical network. In essence, this one 

 
23 i.e., evaluating capacity, kA ratings, and other specs for suitability for the given design 
24 Some vendors offer iSLD creation and maintenance as a service. 

https://www.se.com/us/en/download/document/Buildings_WP520_EN/
https://www.se.com/us/en/download/document/Buildings_WP520_EN/
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software platform can be used to design the electrical network, create and maintain 
the SLD, and perform all technical studies and safety assessments. 
 
Less margin for error increases operational risk in a dynamic  
environment  
Assuming you implemented an optimal data center design using the guidance in 
the first challenge, your “day one” operation should run smoothly. However, com-
pared to other types of facilities, data centers are dynamic environments where fre-
quent moves, adds, and changes of IT equipment take place. As capacity safety 
margins shrink, as is likely with the addition of a large AI cluster, the risk of tripping 
a breaker, creating a hot spot, or stranding resources increases as loads change 
over time within the IT space. The underlying reasons for the increased risk are the 
high rack densities and low peak-to-average ratios (close to 1) of AI clusters, dis-
cussed earlier. Less margin for error means operators need to be increasingly situ-
ationally aware to prevent downtime and ensure efficient use of available resources 
throughout the life of the data center.  
 
GUIDANCE: We recommend creating a digital twin of the entire IT space (including 
the equipment and VMs in the racks) which minimizes or prevents the challenges 
listed above. This layout must then be maintained over time. DCIM planning and 
modeling functions allow you to operate effective IT space floor layouts using a 
rules-based tool. By digitally adding or moving IT loads, you can validate that there 
is sufficient power, cooling, and floor weight capacities to support them. DCIM cre-
ates a digital twin of the IT space and documents all equipment dependencies on 
resources. This informs decisions to avoid stranding resources and to minimize hu-
man error that might lead to downtime. EPMS and DCIM together allow you to moni-
tor power capacities across all PDUs, UPSs, rPDUs, etc. to receive early warning of 
exceeding power thresholds to avert downtime. DCIM software will advise the best 
place to locate new equipment based on power, cooling, redundancy level require-
ments, as well as available U space, network port, and weight capacity. This ap-
plies more to non-AI equipment and to AI inference servers. Unlike inference loads, 
AI training loads require a pre-designed configuration that seldom changes, if at all. 
 
Many DCIM planning and modeling software tools include a computational fluid dy-
namics (CFD) tool to ensure adequate air flow given the physical layout of the 
equipment and heat load. DCIM can be used to help optimize cooling capacity by 
releasing stranded cooling capacity through the optimal placement and configura-
tion of infrastructure and loads. In terms of moves, adds, and changes of AI loads, 
CFD applies more to AI inference loads since more servers are added to meet user 
demand (i.e., queries). Note that in some cases, the AI training or inference cluster 
is isolated on its own power segment and cooling architecture. In these cases, non-
AI loads are less susceptible to the effects of the AI cluster. However, in both cases 
establishing a digital twin of these spaces is beneficial. 
 
 
The guidance thus far focuses on technologies and design approaches available 
today. This section provides a brief description of some future technologies and de-
sign approaches we think will further help with the challenges presented. 
 
• Standard AI-optimized rPDUs – Form factors will change to accommodate 

more power-dense servers with fewer stranded receptacles. Eliminating un-
necessary receptacles allows more rPDUs in each rack or a single higher-ca-
pacity rPDU (rated for up to 150 amps at 240V, 86 kW derated). These rPDUs 
would also provide receptacles for low-density equipment like switches. 

• Medium voltage to 415/240 V transformers in the technical / IT space – Dis-
tributing power at medium voltage (e.g., 13 kV) reduces copper, requires 

Future outlook 
of physical  
infrastructure 
to support AI 
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fewer conductors, and reduces installation time. For example, IT distribution 
would use a 2 MW transformer to feed a 3,000 A busway at 415/240 V thereby 
powering an entire AI cluster or a portion of one greater than 2 MW. This distri-
bution architecture also eliminates the traditional 13kV to 480/277 V transform-
ers and switchgear upstream of the IT distribution. This may also mitigate sup-
ply chain constraints of 480V distribution gear.  

• Solid state transformers – These are essentially power electronics converters. 
They use semiconductor components to change the primary voltage to a sec-
ondary voltage. They use a medium frequency transformer (MFT) galvanically 
isolate the primary and secondary sides. While traditional transformers are 
heavy and work with only alternating current (AC), solid state transformers are 
small and light, and convert between AC and DC voltage. 

• Solid state circuit breakers – These circuit breakers use semiconductors to 
turn the flow of current on or off. This is especially important when interrupting 
the flow of current into a fault. However, to be considered a circuit breaker, 
they must also use a mechanical switch in series with the semiconductors to 
provide galvanic isolation. Solid state breakers would allow faster operation 
and the ability to more tightly control fault currents. This would be very benefi-
cial to reduce arc flash energy at high-density AI racks. 

• Sustainable dielectric fluids – These may replace water as today’s choice for 
direct-to-chip cooling if they increase the heat transfer efficiency and allow for 
higher chip TDPs. 

• Ultra-deep IT racks – As deeper accelerator-based servers are introduced, 
deeper racks would accommodate not only the server, but the network ca-
bling, water piping, and rack PDUs. 

• Increased interaction/optimization with the grid – Scheduling workloads 
based on utility and micro grid conditions helps with balancing the grid and 
saving on electricity. Migrating loads to different redundancy zones or placing 
a UPS on battery operation are examples of workload management. 

  

https://www.se.com/us/en/faqs/FA157465/
https://www.se.com/us/en/faqs/FA157465/
https://www.se.com/us/en/faqs/FA157465/
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The rapid growth and application of AI is changing the design and operation of 
data centers. We estimate that AI workloads will represent 15% to 20% of total data 
center energy by 2028. Inference workloads, although expected to consume much 
more power than training clusters, operate at a wide range of rack densities. AI 
training workloads, on the other hand, consistently operate at very high densities, 
ranging from 20-100 kW per rack or more. Networking demands and cost drive 
these training racks to be clustered together. These clusters of extreme power den-
sity are fundamentally what challenges the power, cooling, racks, and software 
management design in data centers. In this paper, guidance is provided on how 
the challenges are addressed. They are summarized below: 
 
POWER: The use of 120/208 V distribution (in NAM) is no longer sufficient, and in-
stead, 240/415 V distribution is advised to limit the number of circuits within high-
density racks. Even at the higher voltage, it is still a challenge to provide sufficient 
capacity with standard 60/63 amp rack PDUs. For example, liquid-cooled racks are 
limited to two rPDUs, providing 69 / 87 kW. For personnel safety, we recommend an 
arc flash risk assessment and a load analysis to ensure the appropriate connectors, 
receptacles, and rPDUs are used based on their exposed temperatures. Upstream 
distribution block sizes must large enough to support a single row of an AI cluster. 
 
COOLING: Although air cooling will still exist for the near future, we predict a transi-
tion from air cooling to liquid cooling as a preferred or necessary solution for data 
centers with AI clusters. Compared with air cooling, liquid cooling provides many 
benefits such as improved processor reliability and performance, space savings 
with higher rack densities, more thermal inertia with water in piping, increased en-
ergy efficiency, improved power utilization (more power goes to IT), and reduced 
water usage. Data center operators can use our proposed guidance to achieve a 
successful transition from air cooling to liquid cooling to support AI workloads.  
 
RACKS: With AI clusters, servers are deeper, power demands are greater, and 
cooling is more complex. As a result, we recommend using racks of greater dimen-
sions and weight capacity, specifically: at least 750 mm (29.5 in) wide, 1,200 mm 
(47.2 in) deep, 48U high, with 1,000 mm (40 in) mounting depths, static weight ca-
pacity greater than 1,800 kg (3,968 lb), and a dynamic weight capacity greater than 
1,200 kg (2,646 lb). 
 
SOFTWARE MANAGEMENT: When managing AI clusters, software tools such as, 
DCIM, EPMS, BMS, and digital electrical design tools, become critical. They de-
crease the risk of unexpected behavior with complex electrical networks. They also 
provide a digital twin of the data center to identify constrained power and cooling 
resources to inform layout decisions.  
 

Conclusion 
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